An Introduction to Looping Theory. By James Fuller
Systems exist that could bring sustainable peace to Earth. Most things work in loops,
cycles, circulation, revolutions, so it’s a simple as creating a global circulation of
peaceful education. Right?
The following article is a proposition to the reader to consider a system that will
supersede the current systems of the world. Being a woke person is exhausting in the
current paradigm and this exhaustion makes it impossible to function to a one’s
potential, always preoccupied learning, researching investigating and trying to
understand what is happening, and why. The purpose of a new system is to offer a
trusted foundation for all people to live with peace of mind, which means avoiding the
antics of the current governing powers, eradicating the need for conspiracy theories,
shifting away from the corruption of big companies and oppressive institutions.
This article explores the idea of connecting every willing and able human being around
the world in order to move in synchronicity and make decisions together. As ideological
as this may sound the technology exists to make this happen now.
The goal is to homogenize with all the best elements of the current systems until the
new community outgrows the current systems.
Let us explore how systems function: As we all know blood is in circulation, breathing
is in circulation, money is in circulation, the planets are in circulation, matter is in
circulation, karma is in circulation – everything about humans and life is in a type of
circulation.

The consensus is growing that this circulation can be expressed with something called
the “torus of revolution” – and explains how nature turns energy into matter.
The looping model applies to individuals and groups on macro and micro levels. All
things function in loops. This is the reason that history tends to repeat itself, water
functions in a cycle, life is called a circle and students become the teacher. Loops
explain the sustainable nature of things.
Empowerment can be gained when this knowledge is applied in a collective manner
i.e. circulating resources within a community and fulfilling the needs of the locals prior
to expanding. When people are working together and behaving in synchronicity with
nature of everything then they find a flow and are primed to achieve their potential Teamwork makes the dream work.
Imagine everyone collaborating to the design the human condition, using and reusing
resources required to maximise their effect, accessing the abundance that exists on
Earth. Society as a collective must embrace a system that aligns with the nature of
everything if it is to achieve its potential.
The Abundance Model – Looping theory

People only need to observe the mega corporations and the mega wealthy individuals
to see this is not how current systems operate – they have systems to maintain their
personal abundance of resources. They are also surrounded by people working with
them and for them to maintain their position of power. These people are all talking the
same language, communicating effectively, implementing efficient practices, behaving
with the same ultimate purpose in mind. They are organised.

Schools, and other education institutions have become a mining ground for students
with specialized skills informed by specialized language and jargon. This student are
swiftly employed to protect the fortunes of others. Pierre Bourdieu states a person's
linguistic skills predetermines their position in society as delegated by powerful
institutions. Students are groomed to fulfil the needs of the industry owners and
controllers. Students willingly pursue careers with the promise of riches and quality life
experiences. They literally give up their life to make others rich in the hope they will
live a ‘better’ life themselves. These mega entities make profit by underpaying staff,
overcharging consumers, claiming ownership of the natural elements and stripping
Earth of the vital resources required to sustain life. The driving force that keeps people
divided in all areas of life are the man-made systems that govern society and the
people that enforce these systems. This exploitation is allowed and encouraged …
whaaat?

This image displays the levels of entitlement that people experience - The rich spend
to majority of their time in win-win situations using specialised languages that maintain
their status, whereas the poor are usually struggling for a win, scrambling to speak
any language that explains what is happening in their lives. Without regular exposure
to each other it can never be expected that either will learn the language of the other
and develop empathy. They will only ever make assumption and remain divided.
There is great value in governing powers keeping people divided and in conflict doing
their best trying to understand what is happening… These people are less likely to
unite to challenge the status quo of governing systems or be proactive in enforcing
accountability. It is convenient for the current powers that people are buried in

study, work and misinformation attempting to seek meaning, make progress
and avoid ill health; because that keeps people in a regular state of exhaustion,
less likely to be a threat to the mega wealthy who live in a more consistent state of
health and wellbeing. Josh Rettig explores how most people do not question their
existence in “Are you Stuck In A Loop?”

The world was divided and conquered a long time ago, ownership was claimed and
systems where implemented that forced people into modes of survival, and this
prevented the majority of people from developing their personal wealth and creativity
- until the internet and recording devices were made publicly available. People are
recording the corruption and starting to wake up to the exploitation. People are more
widely connected and could easily take advantage of these tools if they were to
become organized.
Although, the threat of these technologies are most certainly within the strategic plan
of the powers that be – any sign of a mass movement for any reason and the
authorities would undoubtedly be triggered to prevent any threat to the top of the food
chain. Any advance of violence is sure to be met with unimaginable force by those
with access to the defense force resources. Although, this new system may be
appealing to these people too.
The answer is to take a decentralized approach and commit to an ‘open-loop
education’ system (Scott DeRue, 2018), which adapts to individual needs. Simply,
people are expected to learn to apply the concept of ‘looping theory’ and apply it to
everything in the function of human life (as best as possible), in exchange they will be
given a global family, purposeful work, income and unlimited free education (as best
the family can offer). This will align human condition with nature, and everyone knows
how powerful nature is. Think about how organized a beehive or an ant’s nest is, every
bee and ant have its purpose. Humans are conscious, intellectual beings and could
be functioning like this to the benefit of civilization, and significantly increasing
personal satisfaction and quality of life, rather than exhausted from the hamster wheel;
hopeless, depressed and traumatized. Health and wellbeing are faceted with having
needs met, variety, new experiences, embracing the environment, and exploring the
self and relationships.
The assumption is that there are literally millions of people in the world attempting to
bring peace to humanity and break the negative cycles of the past; welfare
organisations, charity groups, political parties, humanitarians, philanthropists and

many academics. But the truth is – there are major forces preventing the widespread
change necessary to heal the world.
Divergent people are vital to human survival because those who challenge the
systems, lobby for change and hold the powerful authorities to account are continuing
the endeavour to improve and protect the human condition.
Every generation has lived in hope that someone is working/fighting for the best
interests of humanity, and that positive change is coming soon. This is because the
message of hope (Or hopelessness) is passed down from generation to generation,
through stories in families, schools, media and religion. Hope is what people are taught
to think. It is also the firm belief of many that peace has not been achieved because
the powerful influences of the world do not want it to occur, these groups do not want
things to change because that will threaten their way of life. This is evident in the world
systems that foster corruption and misinformation, governing systems that are
oppressive, mainstream media that lie and the mega wealthy entities that manipulate.
The general population of the world are kept preoccupied and consuming trying to
decode the languages of the elite, and learning what is necessary to make enough
money to afford a healthy life, even though the work they do is often making them
more unhealthy (another loop). The general public are kept within the constraints of
survival, conflict, illness, education, work, addiction, media and consumption, getting
just enough wins in life to keep them working and believing there is a better life ahead
of them. This oppression is easily achieved by the rich and powerful by stock piling
necessary resources and creating a shortage among the people, which causes
demand, an economy and the illusion of value. i.e. something is only worth what
someone is willing to pay. Also, teaching only the necessary skills to understand value,
work and consumption is occurring across the world. Trying to change the world using
the limited language that people are taught is going to be very difficult, yet here we
are.
After decades, if not centuries, of being lied to, manipulated and indoctrinated to abide
and consume, this needs to stop. The greedy moguls rely on the habits of previous
generations to be passed down and continue the consumption, these might be political
views, violence, money mismanagement, unhealthy diet, religious ideologies and
educational patterns among other things. System exists that can help everyone break
free from this if they want to.
Others who have managed to connect with millions of people and have proven to be
proactive with implementing new systems that caused positive change include Gandhi,
John Lennon, Bruce Lee, Mother Teresa, Buckminster Fuller, Nelson Mandela, Johan
Galtung, Jacque Fresco,, Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi's, Stephen Hawking, and there are
so many more names that could be dropped, but the point is – equilibrium, peace,
harmony, satisfaction, sustainable practices should be. These people believe that
peace on Earth will exist. It is my understanding that all that remains to do is connect
the dots, so to speak, and this needs to be done in a way that nothing will prevent
success. This is my goal before I die and if I die sooner than I will have many people
to take on the legacy. The legacy is not the physical assets that are required but the
understanding of looping theory and how it informs the best system available to

enhance civilization. I refuse to believe humans are destined to remain in mass conflict
and oppression until the fall of civilization.
The looping nature of everything can be seen in the functions of human life and in the
processes of circulation – at the core of the human condition is the loop of:
consumption – elation – exhaustion (the following diagram elaborates on this).

Harmony with this concept, combined with access to basic resources will facilitate
equilibrium. The definition of equilibrium is a discussion the world needs to have
because it is the fundamental basis for achieving human potential.
There is a system that has been designed that explains the new system in more detail,
although, in short, the general public and humanitarian groups become an organised
community and work together based on the understanding of a moral code.
All functions of the community loop back to the community until everyone in the
community defines success. This idea is scalable and can be achieved in small or
large groups. All returns on investment stays within the community as best as possible
– exactly like a sustainable family synchronized across the globe. Everyone can
continue to utilise all the resources available but with the purpose of creating stronger

connections. As the philosopher Bruce Lee taught, “Under the heaven, under the
skies, there is only one family.” People need to behave this way.
When the time comes to act together, we are all connected and can discuss, vote,
survey and move in a way that best serves our community instead of the ‘owners’ of
the world. Family takes care of family, knowing they abide by the same morals that
make for the best world. A system exists to manage any conflict that arises, just like
in a healthy family environment. The new community becomes a family with influence
in numbers. A family with transparency, honour, inclusivity, equity, fairness and
accountability. A family setting the example of what it means to be human and being
the change they wish to see in the world. The system applies the best of every human
system that can be studied, in order to achieve equilibrium.
The basis for the system is a moral code, a holistic education program that fosters
equity, guaranteed income, a conflict resolution model, shared resources, wellbeing
becomes the priority, an adaptive restoration and management plan, the promotion of
fairness and trusted. The system that has been produced by The Centre for
P.E.A.C.E., and their affiliates, over the past 12 years. Consciously committing to such
a benevolent, decentralized system is what will bring humanity back from the chaotic
destructive and corrupt systems that govern the world today.
The are many groups ready to move for the reconstruction of any community. Imagine
if the people of the world had their needs met… working together with purpose, sharing
and embracing the best systems and ideologies to achieve a sustainable human
potential – then all that will be left to do is declare it!
All religion and politics aside, this concept is what Jesus and many others have
attempted to do: Create something that can unite people nonviolence and steeped in
a moral code. Whether you like it or not, Jesus achieved this for over a billion people
living today and many more before them. The next person to arrive and free the
people, feed the people, bring harmony to the world and provide a system that honors
all the best of humanity has to offer, will certainly leave their mark in the history books
Society urgently needs something pragmatic, that complements people’s belief
systems and provides a literal purpose for life that serves 8+ billion humans.
An individual can strive their entire life to achieve great things but with a family
functioning as a supporting team, their chances of true happiness and success are
exponentially greater. This is because the resources they access are being shared in
circulation with each other – used and reused as best as possible. Afterall, Mother
Teresa taught us that peace and war being at home. If we truly want peace in the
world, let us begin by loving one another in our own families.”
The thorough application of the looping nature of the human function will bring peace
to the world in the shape of collaboration, sustainability, proactive restoration,
inclusion, unified purpose and the creation of abundance. It offers the scaffold to bring
peace to yourself first, then you loved ones, then your community; “from little things
big things grow,” “The journey of a thousand miles beings with a single step.” Bring
peace to your home and if you do not know how, please ask for help. You are entitled
to be safe and you are entitled to have your needs met.

Bucky Fuller explains that all the technology required to bring peace to Earth is in
existence and can facilitate everything humans need to achieve their potential. If all
the tools exist, we simply need the system and the willingness to engage.
Nelson Mandela said, “Education is the most powerful weapon you can use to change
the world.”
Johan Galtung, the father of peace and conflict studies, states “By peace we mean the
capacity to transform conflicts with empathy, without violence, and creativity – a never
ending process.”
Jacque Fresco had a plethora of ideas “merely complaining without proposing an
alternative offers nothing” (The Venus project is Fresco’s alternative) and “When
education and resources become available to all without a price tag there will be no
limit to human potential.”
Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi's “The best moments usually occur if a person's body or mind
is stretched to its limits in a voluntary effort to accomplish something difficult and
worthwhile."
Stephen Hawking said, “Intelligence is the ability to adapt to change.”
Combine these with many other wise ideas and philosophies and it becomes obvious
that the research and development has been completed. Unique marketing campaigns
are ready, constitutions are done, business structures are complete, designated
mobile apps are in the making, contingency plans are set, asset list has started,
destination line is drawn - everything that is required to make this a success is ready
for your inquiry – you simply need to relinquish some of your old perspectives and
embrace the excitement of being a founding member of peace on Earth. Human
potential is in sight.
For those people who have the power to choose you can either stay in your loop
amused and entertained by the vulgar display of politics and media, and live as you
are - Knowing that you are going round in circles may not bother some people, but,
people are bothered when it is them caught in a loop of suffering, without choices. Or
you can choose to work peacefully, with a world of support, designing your life to
achieve your dreams and develop the empathy to heal the world. Your opportunities
will grow, and you can always choose to return to your old life at any time. The call to
action is for people to think about how good it would be to become empowered with a
sense of belonging to the biggest family on Earth – it wont all be easy, but it will define
a profound purpose for life. Reach out.
Unless the holy grail exists, we all have limited time sharing this planet, we may as
well collaborate to maximize our experiences. Who will choose the red pill?

